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An analytical description of the evolution of magnetization in different chemical shifts are not inverted simultaneously. For
InS spin systems (1 ° n ° 3) during the course of an adiabatic example, for a pulse swept downfield the inversion of the
pulse applied on spin S is provided. Calculations show that multi- most upfield resonating spins will occur prior to the others.
ple-quantum terms are created during the pulse and that the rate The exact time profile of magnetization will depend on the
at which in-phase and antiphase I-spin magnetization components pulse specifications, including the frequency at which the
interchange during spin-echo-based pulse sequences is decreased

sweep begins and the sweep rate, in addition to the chemicalrelative to the case where a hard inversion pulse is substituted for
shifts of the spins in question. We have recently made usethe adiabatic pulse. This has important consequences for purging
of these features, in addition to the fact that the relationschemes making use of such frequency-swept pulses. Simulations
between 13C chemical shift and the one-bond 1H– 13C scalardemonstrate that the evolution of in-phase I magnetization is es-
coupling, 1JHC, is to good approximation linear in biomole-sentially independent of n . q 1998 Academic Press

Key Words: adiabatic pulses; purging; multiple-quantum coher- cules, to design pulse schemes which separate signal from
ences. protons directly coupled to 13C from those that are not (14) .

This is of particular importance in the study of molecular
complexes by NMR in which intermolecular NOEs are es-

Recently adiabatic frequency-swept pulses have assumed tablished on the basis of selecting for through-space magneti-
zation transfer between protons coupled to 13C and protonsan important role in high-resolution NMR spectroscopy (1–

14) . This is largely the result of the fact that these pulses that are uncoupled (17–19) . In a related study Kupče and
Freeman (13) have designed experiments for improved mag-have outstanding inversion profiles over large bandwidths

despite the use of relatively low RF amplitudes. This prop- netization transfer in 1H– 13C spin systems which make use
of the linear 1JHC vs chemical shift profile often found inerty has also facilitated their use in wideband decoupling

schemes which is of practical importance for heteronuclei organic molecules.
Previous analysis of the evolution of magnetization duringwith large chemical shift dispersion, such as 13C (2, 7–

9, 11, 12) . In contrast to nonadiabatic pulses which require the course of a frequency-swept pulse has assumed either
that the spins are isolated or that spin systems are of thecareful calibration, the RF amplitudes of these frequency-

swept pulses must only be adjusted past a certain threshold ‘‘IS’’ variety [two-spin approximation] (2, 4–7, 14) . In the
present article we build upon the earlier work by derivingwhich satisfies the adiabaticity condition (15) . These pulses

are therefore significantly less sensitive to RF-field inhomo- relations which allow the facile calculation of the evolution
of magnetization for a spin system of the form InS (1 ° ngeneity than a conventional (p) pulse, for example. Provided

that the adiabaticity condition is respected, i.e., that the mag- ° 3) and show that during the course of the pulse transverse
magnetization of spin I evolves in a manner which is essen-netization vector follows the time-dependent effective field

veff ( t) , each individual spin is inverted by the end of a tially independent of n . Although we have published analyti-
cal expressions for the IS case previously (14) , for com-frequency-swept inversion pulse. The RF amplitude of such

pulses can be apodized at the beginning and the end so that pleteness we briefly summarize this case as well in the pres-
ent work. The results indicate that in the design of sequencescomplete inversion of the magnetization is obtained. Several

shapes that improve the frequency profile and power require- for magnetization transfer (13) or for purging 1H– 13C spin
pairs (14) the details of frequency-swept pulses can be ap-ments have been suggested (3, 6, 7, 11, 12, 16) , including

sech/tanh (3) , apodized CHIRPs (6, 16) , and WURST preciated by considering only the IS spin system. In this
regard it is noteworthy that Bendall has recently consideredpulses (11, 12) . As described in detail elsewhere (14) , dur-

ing the time course of such pulses spins resonating with how the one-bond IS scalar coupling constant is affected by
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170 ZWAHLEN ET AL.

the adiabatic field (7) . In this work a reduced coupling
constant is derived which is related to the scalar coupling
constant that is operative in the absence of the field. In the
present article, we demonstrate that a complete description
of the evolution of coherences is more complex than might
be anticipated on the basis of a simple scaling of the coupling
constant. In addition to the in-phase and antiphase transverse
magnetization terms that are generated by evolution due to
scalar coupling a large number of additional terms are cre-
ated by the adiabatic pulse. We provide complete expres-
sions describing the evolution of each of these density terms.
The evolution predicted under the simplifying assumption
that inversion of magnetization occurs instantaneously when
the carrier of the adiabatic pulse is swept through the on-
resonance condition is compared with what is obtained on
the basis of the rigorous analysis described below.

FIG. 1. Representation of the two reference frames used in this work.
The x , y , and z (accelerating or sweep frame, SF) reference frame followsIS SPIN SYSTEMS
the S-spin carrier during the time course of the time-dependent frequency-
swept RF pulse. The x*, y*, and z * frame is tilted so that the z* axis is

For two coupled spins I and S where the S spin is irradi- aligned along the effective field Beff ( t) which points in the direction defined
ated by a frequency-swept pulse, the system can be described by the vector sum of x and z components with magnitudes given by the
by the following Hamiltonian: RF amplitude, v1( t) (x axis) , and the frequency difference between the S

spin resonance frequency and the carrier, VS 0 v0( t) (z axis) .

H SF Å 2p 1JISIzSz / Dv( t)Sz / v1( t)Sx . [1]
be considered time-independent. In this case numerical diag-
onalization of the Hamiltonian at each step, Dt , must beThe Hamiltonian, H SF , is expressed in a doubly rotating
performed, a very inefficient and time-consuming approach.frame [referred to as the ‘‘sweep frame,’’ (SF)] rotating at
In contrast, calculation of the time dependence of the densitythe resonance frequency of spin I and for spin S at a fre-
operator with the relations presented here is far less time-quency given by the instantaneous frequency of the S-spin
consuming than the diagonalization approach and, in addi-carrier, v0( t) . In Eq. [1] 1JIS is the scalar J coupling between
tion, provides insight into the magnetization behavior duringI and S, Ia is the a component (a Å x , y , z) of the I-
the time course of the frequency-swept pulse. Taking thespin magnetization, Sa is the a component of the S-spin
approach described above in which the Hamiltonian is parsedmagnetization, Dv( t) Å (VS 0 v0( t)) is the time-dependent
into small steps, an analytical calculation can be performedfrequency difference between the chemical shift of spin S,
for any arbitrary interval, Dt . The result is a finite numberVS , and the carrier frequency, and v1( t) is the RF amplitude.
of product operator terms describing the evolution of variousThe exact form of v1( t) can vary slightly; in our laboratory
coherence orders.we have employed a profile given by

At time tj/1 Å tj / Dt from the start of the frequency-
swept pulse, the Hamiltonian can be diagonalized by rotating

v1(n) Å vmax
1 sinS np

2 f D , 1 ° n õ f into a tilted frame whose z axis coincides with the axis of
the effective field. This is achieved by the operator

Å vmax
1 , f ° n ° np 0 f U Å exp{ iuj/1Sy}, [3]

where uj/1 is the angle between the effective field and theÅ vmax
1 sinSp2 / p

2
n 0 (np 0 f )

f D ,
static magnetic field B0 at time tj/1 . The angle u is depicted
in the graphical representation of the tilted frame (Fig. 1)np 0 f õ n ° np, [2]
and is given by

where f /np corresponds to the fraction of the pulse during
which the B1 field is ramped up or down, typically 20%, and cos uj/1 Å

Dv( tj/1)
vI ( tj/1)

Å cu ,
np is the number of points in the profile. It is clear from
Eqs. [1] and [2] that the Hamiltonian of Eq. [1] is time-

sin uj/1 Å
v1( tj/1)
vI ( tj/1)

Å su ,dependent. In order to compute the evolution of the density
matrix, the pulse must therefore be divided into sufficiently
small time intervals, Dt , during which the Hamiltonian can vI ( tj/1) Å

√
Dv 2( tj/1) / v 2

1( tj/1) . [4]
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171ANALYTICAL DESCRIPTION OF ADIABATIC PULSES

Using Eqs. [1] , [3] , and [4], the Hamiltonian in the tilted Cj/1 Å [(0Bjsu / Cjcu)cv 0 Djsv]cu
frame, H *, is expressed as / [(Bjcu / Cjsu)cJ / AjsJ]su ,

Dj/1 Å (0Bjsu / Cjcu)sv / Djcv , [10]H *j/1 Å UH SF
j/1U01

Å 2p 1JISIzS *z cu 0 2p 1JISIzS *x su
where

/ S *z (Dv( tj/1)cu / v1( tj/1)su)

cv Å cos(vI j/1Dt) ,/ S *x (v1( tj/1)cu 0 Dv( tj/1)su)

sv Å sin(vI j/1Dt) ,Å 2p 1JISIzS *z cu / vI j/1S *z , [5]

cJ Å cos(p 1JISDtcu) ,
where S *a is the a component of the S spin in the tilted

sJ Å sin(p 1JISDtcu) . [11]frame. The nonsecular part of the Hamiltonian in the tilted
frame—the term 2p 1JISIzS *x su—can be neglected. This has

I2S SPIN SYSTEMSbeen established by performing full density matrix simula-
tions with and without this term in the Hamiltonian.

For I2S spin systems where the two I spins have identicalAssuming that the Hamiltonian H *j/1 is time-independent
(Eq. [5]) , the evolution of the density matrix between the scalar coupling to the S spin (1JI1S Å 1JI2S Å 1JIS ) and where
intervals tj and tj/1 Å tj / Dt is given by only the S spin is irradiated by a frequency-swept pulse, the

Hamiltonian during the pulse is given by
sSF( tj/1) Å U01exp{0iH *j/1Dt}

H SF Å 2p 1JISIz ,1Sz / 2p 1JISIz ,2Sz1 UsSF( tj)U01exp{ iH *j/1Dt}U . [6]

/ Dv( t)Sz / v1( t)Sx . [12]The density matrix sSF( tj) is therefore rotated into the titled
frame by the transformation matrix U , allowed to evolve for

As before, transformation to the tilted frame yieldsa time Dt under H *j/1 , and subsequently rotated back into
the sweep frame. It can be shown that if the density matrix
immediately prior to the pulse is given by

H *j/1 Å UH SF
j/1U01 Å 2p 1JISIz ,1S *z cu

sSF(0) Å A0Ix / B02IySz , [7] / 2p 1JISIz ,2S *z cu / vI j/1S *z . [13]

then at a time tj Å jDt after the start of the pulse the density
matrix can be expressed as Inserting the Hamiltonian of Eq. [13] into Eq. [6] , and

assuming that the initial density matrix is given by Eq. [7] ,
sSF( jDt) Å AjIx / Bj2IySz / Cj2IySx / Dj2IySy . [8] establishes that the evolution of the density operator can be

described by a basis set involving the following product
It is of interest to note that the magnetization evolves within operator elements: (Ix ,1 / Ix ,2 ) , (2Iy ,1Sz / 2Iy ,2Sz) , (2Iy ,1Sx
a closed subspace spanned by in-phase and antiphase compo- / 2Iy ,2Sx) , (2Iy ,1Sy / 2Iy ,2Sy) , (4Iy ,1Iz ,2Sy / 4Iz ,1Iy ,2Sy) ,
nents (Ix and 2IySz) and a combination of zero- and double- (4Iy ,1Iz ,2Sx / 4Iz ,1Iy ,2Sx) , (4Iy ,1Iz ,2Sz / 4Iz ,1Iy ,2Sz) , and
quantum coherences (2IySx and 2IySy) . Carrying out the (2Ix ,1Iz ,2 / 2Iz ,1Ix ,2 ) .
transformation described by Eq. [6] yields an expression for The density matrix at time ( j / 1)Dt after the start of
the density matrix at time ( j / 1)Dt , the pulse is given by

sSF(( j / 1)Dt) Å Aj/1Ix / Bj/12IySz
sSF(( j / 1)Dt) Å Aj/1(Ix ,1 / Ix ,2 )

/ Cj/12IySx / Dj/12IySy , [9]
/ Bj/1(2Iy ,1Sz / 2Iy ,2Sz) / Cj/1(2Iy ,1Sx / 2Iy ,2Sx)

with the coefficients / Dj/1(2Iy ,1Sy / 2Iy ,2Sy) / Ej/1(4Iy ,1Iz ,2Sy

/ 4Iz ,1Iy ,2Sy) / Fj/1(4Iy ,1Iz ,2Sx / 4Iz ,1Iy ,2Sx)Aj/1 Å AjcJ 0 (Bjcu / Cjsu)sJ ,

Bj/1 Å [(Bjcu / Cjsu)cJ / AjsJ]cu / Gj/1(4Iy ,1Iz ,2Sz / 4Iz ,1Iy ,2Sz)

/ Hj/1(2Ix ,1Iz ,2 / 2Iz ,1Ix ,2 ) , [14]0 [(0Bjsu / Cjcu)cv 0 Djsv]su ,
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172 ZWAHLEN ET AL.

with coefficients

Aj/1 Å AjcJ 0 (Bjcu / Cjsu)sJ ,

Bj/1 Å [(Bjcu / Cjsu)cJ / AjsJ]cu

0 {[(0Bjsu / Cjcu)cv 0 Djsv]cJ

0 [(Fjcu 0 Gjsu)sv / Ejcv]sJ}su ,

Cj/1 Å [(Bjcu / Cjsu)cJ / AjsJ]su

/ {[(0Bjsu / Cjcu)cv 0 Djsv]cJ

0 [(Fjcu 0 Gjsu)sv / Ejcv]sJ}cu ,

Dj/1 Å [(0Bjsu / Cjcu)sv / Djcv]cJ

/ [(Fjcu 0 Gjsu)cv 0 Ejsv]sJ ,

Ej/1 Å [(0Bjsu / Cjcu)cv 0 Djsv]sJ

/ [(Fjcu 0 Gjsu)sv / Ejcv]cJ ,

Fj/1 Å {0[(0Bjsu / Cjcu)sv / Djcv]sJ

/ [(Fjcu 0 Gjsu)cv 0 Ejsv]cJ}cu

/ [(Fjsu / Gjcu)cJ / HjsJ]su ,
FIG. 2. Time evolution of product operator terms obtained from the

Gj/1 Å {[(0Bjsu / Cjcu)sv / Djcv]sJ analytical expressions described in Eq. [10] (IS), Eq. [15] (I2S) , and Eq.
[19] (I3S) with the initial condition A0 Å 1 and all other coefficients 0.0 [(Fjcu 0 Gjsu)cv 0 Ejsv]cJ}su (a) – (d) Evolution of the four terms of Eq. [8] for InS spin systems calcu-
lated according to Eqs. [9] and [10] for n Å 1, Eqs. [14] and [15] for n/ [(Fjsu / Gjcu)cJ / HjsJ]cu ,
Å 2, and Eqs. [18] and [19] for n Å 3. Results for 1 ° n ° 3 are
superimposable. (e) Time evolution of product operator terms »Q … withHj/1 Å 0(Fjsu / Gjcu)sJ / HjcJ ,
»Q … Å M for an IS spin system, »Q … Å 4Iy ,1Iz ,2Sy , 4Iz ,1Iy ,2Sy , 4Iy ,1Iz ,2Sx ,

[15]

4Iz ,1Iy ,2Sx , 4Iy ,1Iz ,2Sz , 4Iz ,1Iy ,2Sz , 2Ix ,1Iz ,2 , and 2Iz ,1Ix ,2 for an I2S spin system,
and »Q … Å 4Iy ,1Iz ,2Sy , 4Iy ,1Iz ,3Sy , 4Iz ,1Iy ,2Sy , 4Iy ,2Iz ,3Sy , 4Iz ,1Iy ,3Sy ,
4Iz ,2Iy ,3Sy , 4Iy ,1Iz ,2Sx , 4Iy ,1Iz ,3Sx , 4Iz ,1Iy ,2Sx , 4Iy ,2Iz ,3Sx , 4Iz ,1Iy,3Sx, 4Iz ,2Iy ,3Sx ,where Aj , Bj , Cj , . . . , Hj are the coefficients of the density
4Iy ,1Iz ,2Sz , 4Iy ,1Iz ,3Sz , 4Iz ,1Iy ,2Sz , 4Iy ,2Iz ,3Sz , 4Iz ,1Iy ,3Sz , 4Iz ,2Iy ,3Sz , 2Ix ,1Iz ,2 ,matrix at time ( j)Dt . Note that the rotation of the density
2Iz ,1Iz ,3 , 2Iz ,1Ix ,2 , 2Ix ,2Iz ,3 , 2Iz ,1Ix ,3 , 2Iz ,2Ix ,3 , 8Iy ,1Iz ,2Iz ,3Sy , 8Iz ,1Iy ,2Iz ,3Sy ,

matrix into the tilted frame modifies the coefficients of half 8Iz ,1Iz ,2Iy ,3Sy , 8Iy ,1Iz ,2Iz ,3Sx , 8Iz ,1Iy ,2Iz ,3Sx , 8Iz ,1Iz ,2Iy ,3Sx , 8Iy ,1Iz ,2Iz ,3Sz ,
of the terms, mixing Bj with Cj and Fj with Gj . The subse- 8Iz ,1Iy ,2Iz ,3Sz , 8Iz ,1Iz ,2Iy ,3Sz , 4Ix ,1Iz ,2Iz ,3 , 4Iz ,1Ix ,2Iz ,3 , and 4Iz ,1Iz ,2Ix ,3 for an

I3S spin system. The following parameters were used: sweep of 60 kHz,quent evolution in the tilted frame affects all terms. It is
sweep rate n

h
Å v

h
/2p Å 3r107 s02 , center of sweep at 20 ppm, shape ofimportant to realize that the coefficient Aj/1 is the same for

the frequency-swept pulse given by Eq. [2] with apodization of the firstboth IS (Eq. [10]) and I2S (Eq. [15]) spin systems, indicat-
and last 20% using a sine function, pulse duration 2.0 ms, maximum RF

ing that the evolution of Ix will be very similar in both cases. amplitude v1(max)/2p Å 5 kHz, 1JIS Å 125 Hz, and VS Å 20 ppm.
In fact, simulations demonstrate that the time evolution of
the four terms {Ix , 2IySz , 2IySx , and 2IySy} is essentially
the same for IS and I2S spin systems. The terms described

H SF Å 2p 1JISIz ,1Sz / 2p 1JISIz ,2Szby coefficients Ej/1 , Fj/1 , Gj/1 , and Hj/1 have a negligibly
small intensity relative to the two-spin double- and zero-

/ 2p 1JISIz ,3Sz / Dv( t)Sz / v1( t)Sx , [16]quantum terms (coefficients Cj/1 and Dj/1) and the in-phase
and antiphase I-spins coherences, with coefficients Aj/1 and

and in the tilted frame,Bj/1 , respectively. These results are illustrated in Fig. 2.

I3S SPIN SYSTEMS H *j/1 Å UH SF
j/1U01

Å 2p 1JIS (Iz ,1 / Iz ,2 / Iz ,3 )S *z cu / vI j/1S *z . [17]For I3S spin systems (1JI1S Å 1JI2S Å 1JI3S Å 1JIS ) where
the adiabatic frequency-swept pulse affects only the S spin,
the Hamiltonian in the sweep frame is It can be shown that for the initial condition at the start of
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173ANALYTICAL DESCRIPTION OF ADIABATIC PULSES

the pulse described by Eq. [7] the density matrix at time ( j Fj/1 Å 0{[(0Bjsu / Cjcu)sv / Djcv]cJsJ

/ 1)Dt later is given by / [0(Fjcu 0 Gjsu)cv / Ejsv]c2J

sSF(( j/ 1)Dt)Å Aj/1(Ix ,1/ Ix ,2/ Ix ,3 ) / [(Jjcu 0 Kjsu)sv / Ijcv]cJsJ}cu

/ Bj/1(2Iy ,1Sz/ 2Iy ,2Sz/ 2Iy ,3Sz) / [(Fjsu / Gjcu)cJ / HjsJ]su ,

/ Cj/1(2Iy ,1Sx/ 2Iy ,2Sx/ 2Iy ,3Sx) Gj/1 Å {[(0Bjsu / Cjcu)sv / Djcv]cJsJ

/Dj/1(2Iy ,1Sy/ 2Iy ,2Sy/ 2Iy ,3Sy) / [0(Fjcu 0 Gjsu)cv / Ejsv]c2J

/ Ej/1(4Iy ,1Iz ,2Sy/ 4Iy ,1Iz ,3Sy/ 4Iz ,1Iy ,2Sy / [(Jjcu 0 Kjsu)sv / Ijcv]cJsJ}su

/ 4Iy ,2Iz ,3Sy/ 4Iz ,1Iy ,3Sy/ 4Iz ,2Iy ,3Sy) / [(Fjsu / Gjcu)cJ / HjsJ]cu ,

/ Fj/1(4Iy ,1Iz ,2Sx/ 4Iy ,1Iz ,3Sx/ 4Iz ,1Iy ,2Sx Hj/1 Å 0(Fjsu / Gjcu)sJ / HjcJ ,

/ 4Iy ,2Iz ,3Sx/ 4Iz ,1Iy ,3Sx/ 4Iz ,2Iy ,3Sx) Ij/1 Å 0[(0Bjsu / Cjcu)sv / Djcv]sJsJ

/Gj/1(4Iy ,1Iz ,2Sz/ 4Iy ,1Iz ,3Sz/ 4Iz ,1Iy ,2Sz / [(Fjcu 0 Gjsu)cv 0 Ejsv]s2J

/ 4Iy ,2Iz ,3Sz/ 4Iz ,1Iy ,3Sz/ 4Iz ,2Iy ,3Sz) / [(Jjcu 0 Kjsu)sv / Ijcv]cJcJ ,

/Hj/1(2Ix ,1Iz ,2/ 2Ix ,1Iz ,3/ 2Iz ,1Ix ,2 Jj/1 Å {[0(0Bjsu / Cjcu)cv / Djsv]sJsJ

/ 2Ix ,2Iz ,3/ 2Iz ,1Ix ,3/ 2Iz ,2Ix ,3 ) 0 [(Fjcu 0 Gjsu)sv / Ejcv]s2J

/ Ij/1(8Iy ,1Iz ,2Iz ,3Sy/ 8Iz ,1Iy ,2Iz ,3Sy/ 8Iz ,1Iz ,2Iy ,3Sy) / [(Jjcu 0 Kjsu)cv 0 Ijsv]cJcJ}cu

/ Jj/1(8Iy ,1Iz ,2Iz ,3Sx/ 8Iz ,1Iy ,2Iz ,3Sx/ 8Iz ,1Iz ,2Iy ,3Sx) / [(Jjsu / Kjcu)cJ / LjsJ]su ,

/ Kj/1(8Iy ,1Iz ,2Iz ,3Sz/ 8Iz ,1Iy ,2Iz ,3Sz/ 8Iz ,1Iz ,2Iy ,3Sz) Kj/1 Å {[(0Bjsu / Cjcu)cv 0 Djsv]sJsJ

/ Lj/1(4Ix ,1Iz ,2Iz ,3/ 4Iz ,1Ix ,2Iz ,3/ 4Iz ,1Iz ,2Ix ,3 ) . / [(Fjcu 0 Gjsu)sv / Ejcv]s2J[18]

0 [(Jjcu 0 Kjsu)cv 0 Ijsv]cJcJ}su

The coefficients Aj/1 , . . . , Lj/1 are related to the correspond- / [(Jjsu / Kjcu)cJ / LjsJ]cu ,
ing values Aj , . . . , Lj evaluated at time jDt according to

Lj/1 Å 0(Jjsu / Kjcu)sJ / LjcJ , [19]

Aj/1 Å AjcJ 0 (Bjcu / Cjsu)sJ ,

Bj/1 Å [(Bjcu / Cjsu)cJ / AjsJ]cu where

0 {[(0Bjsu / Cjcu)cv 0 Djsv]cJcJ c2J Å cos(2p 1JISDtcu) ,
0 [(Fjcu 0 Gjsu)sv / Ejcv]s2J s2J Å sin(2p 1JISDtcu) . [20]
/ [0(Jjcu 0 Kjsu)cv / Ijsv]sJsJ}su ,

Rotation into the tilted frame again modifies the coefficients
Cj/1 Å [(Bjcu / Cjsu)cJ / AjsJ]su of half of the terms, mixing Bj with Cj , Fj with Gj , and Jj

/ {[(0Bjsu / Cjcu)cv 0 Djsv]cJcJ with Kj . The subsequent evolution under H *j/1 affects all
terms.0 [(Fjcu 0 Gjsu)sv / Ejcv]s2J

The time dependence of the 12 coefficients of Eq. [19]
/ [0(Jjcu 0 Kjsu)cv / Ijsv]sJsJ}cu , can be summarized as follows: the four terms Ix , 2IySz , 2IySx

and 2IySy have essentially the same time evolution for IS,Dj/1 Å [(0Bjsu / Cjcu)sv / Djcv]cJcJ I2S, and I3S spin systems (Fig. 2) . (Note that the expression
/ [(Fjcu 0 Gjsu)cv 0 Ejsv]s2J for the term Aj/1 is identical in all cases considered.) The

coefficients of the three- and four-spin terms (Ej/1 , Fj/1 ,0 [(Jjcu 0 Kjsu)sv / Ijcv]sJsJ ,
Gj/1 , Ij/1 , Jj/1 , Kj/1 , and Lj/1) have a negligibly small

Ej/1 Å [(0Bjsu / Cjcu)cv 0 Djsv]cJsJ intensity, as does Hj/1 , in relation to the two-spin double-
and zero-quantum terms (coefficients Cj/1 , Dj/1) and the/ [(Fjcu 0 Gjsu)sv / Ejcv]c2J in-phase and antiphase I-spin coherences (coefficients Aj/1

and Bj/1) ./ [(Jjcu 0 Kjsu)cv 0 Ijsv]cJsJ ,
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APPLICATION OF ADIABATIC PULSES
TO FILTERING EXPERIMENTS

Isotope filtering experiments are extremely important in
the study of molecular complexes in which only one compo-
nent is labeled, since these schemes allow for the separation
of magnetization associated with labeled and unlabeled com-
ponents. It is crucial that the separation be as artifact free
as possible. One of the most common (and most difficult)
applications is in the selection of 12C-bound protons from
an ensemble of 12C-bound and 13C-bound protons in a macro-
molecular complex consisting of 13C-labeled and unlabeled
(i.e., 12C) components (14, 17–21) . We have recently de-
veloped such a filtering pulse scheme (elimination of magne-
tization originating from I spins coupled to S spins) , the
basic element of which is illustrated in Fig. 3a (14) .

The initial 1H (I) 907 pulse excites proton transverse mag-
netization which subsequently evolves due to the one-bond
1H– 13C scalar coupling until the final 907 (I) pulse immedi-
ately prior to gradient g2. During this spin-echo period of
total duration 2ta , proton chemical shift evolution is refo-
cused by the 1H (I) 1807 pulse and can therefore be neglected
in what follows. As discussed in detail previously (14) , to
first approximation evolution due to 1JHC proceeds for a
given 13C– 1H pair for a duration of 2ta 0 2t , where t is the FIG. 3. (a) Purging scheme using a carbon frequency-swept pulse to
time between application of the proton p pulse and the point minimize residual magnetization from I spins (1H) attached to an S spin

(13C). Magnetization from different S spins is inverted at different timesat which the carrier of the frequency-swept pulse passes
during the pulse in a manner dependent on the S-spin chemical shift, thethrough the carbon resonance. This approximation assumes
sweep rate of the pulse, and the start of the sweep (see text) . The shapethat inversion of the carbon magnetization occurs instantane-
of the frequency-swept pulse is given by Eq. [2] , with apodization of the

ously and neglects the fact that the adiabatic pulse ‘‘slows first and last 20% using a sine function. Gradients g1 eliminate I-spin 1807
down’’ the rate of J evolution (see Fig. 3b and Eq. [10]) . pulse artifacts, while gradient g2 dephases magnetization originating from I

spins scalar coupled to S spins (1H– 13C), leaving only proton magnetizationFigure 3b illustrates the time dependence of the four im-
originating from I spins which are not directly coupled to 13C. (b) Timeportant terms {Ix , 2IySz , 2IySx , 2IySy} during the course of
evolution of product operator terms during the filtering sequence of (a) .the pulse scheme indicated in Fig. 3a. Results for IS, I2S,
An initial condition of A0 Å 1 after the first 907(I) pulse is used, the

and I3S spin systems are superimposable and the coefficients evolution time in the spin-echo sequence of (a) is taÅ 2 ms, and the 1807(I)
for the higher spin-order terms are essentially zero through- pulse is considered to be ideal and infinitely short. All other conditions are

as in Fig. 2. The solid lines correspond to results obtained from a quantumout the scheme. Note that the center of the frequency-swept
mechanical calculation, while the dashed lines describe results derived onpulse is at 20 ppm. Thus, a classical description of the trajec-
the basis of a classical treatment.tory of I magnetization in an InS spin system (dashed lines

in Fig. 3b) (which assumes instantaneous inversion of the
of double- and zero-quantum terms, with the exact detailsS spin when the carrier of the frequency-swept pulse is on
depending on the sweep rate employed, the resonance fre-resonance for spin S) predicts that for an S spin resonating
quency of the S spin, and the magnitude of 1JIS . This estab-at 20 ppm and for 2ta Å 1/(21JHC), Ix(2ta) Å 0 and 2IySz

lishes the importance of considering a full quantum treatment(2ta ) Å 1. The antiphase term is subsequently removed by
in the design of sequences involving frequency-swept inver-the action of the gradient g2 and in this way 13C-coupled
sion pulses, especially where the goal is to purge 1H magneti-proton magnetization is eliminated. The utility of the adia-
zation coupled to 13C. In addition, the derivations and simula-batic S pulse lies in the fact that it is possible to tune the
tions presented in the present article establish that the magne-sweep rate so as to minimize the amount of in-phase proton
tization behavior for InS (1 ° n ° 3) spin systems duringmagnetization at the end of the spin-echo period in a manner
an S-spin frequency-swept pulse is described adequately bywhich is insensitive to the value of 1JHC (14) . A complete
a two-spin (IS) approximation.description of the evolution of I magnetization is, however,

more complex as illustrated in Fig. 3b (solid lines) . There ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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